Career Goal Statement (Guideline)
University of Central Missouri
School of Technology
Career Goal Statement of Purpose

Each student wishing to pursue a graduate degree program in the School of Technology will prepare a written career goal statement of purpose containing the following components;

Name _________________________________________   Student # ______________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________
Telephone/Fax _________________________   E-Mail ____________________________

Program Requested:
M.S. In Industrial Management    _______
M.S. In Technology    _______    Emphasis Area ____________________________
PhD in Technology Management    _______    Emphasis Area ___________________________

Semester you wish to start: _________________    Part-time or Full-time: _______________
On Campus: _________________________    Off Campus: _______________________

Please read the program outcomes and course descriptions included in the graduate catalog before writing your career goal statement and/or answering these questions.

1. Why do you want to pursue a graduate degree with an industrial technology/industrial management specialization?

2. What career objectives do you hope to achieve upon completion of this program? For example, what job title or job description are you seeking upon graduation?

3. What are the primary skills/competencies you plan to develop in your graduate program?

4. Please supply three references with contact information and any other general comments you may have concerning the graduate degree.

Note:
This statement may be submitted as a separate document and must thoughtfully address all questions above. It must be at least one page in length, single spaced, and word processed (no handwritten forms will be accepted). This statement may not exceed two pages in length.

** The form is also available online at http://www.ucmo.edu/technology/masters/im.cfm, link “Career Goal Statement”. 